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Abstract—Numerous solutions have been proposed to reduce
test data volume and test application time during manufacturing
testing of digital devices. However, time to market challenge also
requires a very efficient debug phase. Error identification in the
test responses can become impractically slow in the debug phase
due to large debug data, slow tester speed, and limited memory of
the tester. In this paper, we investigate the problems and solutions
related to using a relatively slow and limited memory tester to
observe the at-speed behavior of fast circuits. Our method can
identify all errors in at-speed scan BIST environment without
any aliasing and using only little extra overhead by way of a
multiplexer and masking circuit for diagnosis. Our solution takes
into account the relatively slower speed of the tester and the reload
time of the expected data to the tester memory due to limited
tester memory while reducing the test/debug cost. Experimental
results show that the test application time by our method can be
reduced by a factor of 10 with very little hardware overhead to
achieve such advantage.
Index Terms—Error analysis, fault diagnosis, self-testing.

I. INTRODUCTION

B

UILT-IN self-test (BIST) has become one of the major test
techniques for today’s large scale and high speed designs.
Pseudo-random BIST designs are the most widely used due to
their relative simplicity and low cost [1]. Since BIST compacts
test responses, BIST requires only small tester memory and it
can perform at-speed test even if the tester frequency is substantially lower than the frequency of the circuit during test.
On the other hand, BIST causes problems in diagnosis due
to its compacted responses. Indeed, pass/fail information obtained from a BIST response analyzer is insufficient for diagnosis. Two kinds of information are required to identify a fault in
a circuit under test (CUT), namely the time information, and the
space information. Using time information, fault diagnosis can
be performed for a given fault model by methods using dictionary or fault simulation [2]. Using space information, diagnosis
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can be performed by cone of logic methods [3]. High resolution diagnostic for a given fault model can be achieved by diagnosis techniques combining space information with time information [4], [5]. A number of methods to identify space information have been proposed, especially for scan-based BIST
architecture [6]–[11], however, only a few practical techniques
have been developed to identify time information.
Some of the existing techniques are based on signature analysis using cycling register [11], [12] and error correcting codes
[13]. These methods compact the complete test response into
one signature and attempt to identify errors from the signature.
Since they observe signature only once, they require only small
tester memory and they are also usable even if the circuit frequency is much higher than the tester frequency. However, for
large number of error bits, say errors, they need as many as
-LFSRs or signature registers and may have over 40% diagnostic aliasing if the actual number of errors is higher than
[13]. Thus, they either have poor diagnostic resolution or require
impractically high hardware overhead to achieve maximum diagnostic resolution. An alternative approach trades off overhead
for time by repeating the test sequence and compacting it at
each iteration into a different signature [14]. Thus, instead of
using -LFSRs, the test sequence is repeated times using programmable LFSR to identify errors. Since it is mathematically equivalent to [13], diagnostic aliasing is the same as using
-LFSRs. Thus, identifying all the errors requires repeating the
test sequence an impractically large number of times.
Techniques that use two phases for diagnosis have also been
proposed [15]–[17]. During the first phase, intermediate signature is checked a few times during test in order to narrow down
the failing candidates within some windows of fixed or variable
size. The failing patterns are then identified inside the windows
by applying the corresponding patterns one at a time [15], [16].
These methods use small hardware overhead and/or reduce test
application time but they assume the existence of a mechanism
to observe the at-speed behavior inside of failing windows. Enhancement of these methods has also been studied using multiple signature analyzers [17], but they do not achieve maximum
diagnostic resolution.
A commonly used diagnosis technique that requires and collects the failing space and time information, without compacting
responses, during the diagnosis phase [18] suffers from the following two problems. 1) it requires the circuit to operate at the
tester frequency during test; therefore, the faults that affect only
at-speed operation may not be diagnosable. Note that in at-speed
scan based BIST environment, the circuit needs to be operated
in at-speed conditions only for the capture cycles, and it needs
not operate in at-speed conditions in the shift cycles. However,
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to contain the testing time, it is important that we operate shift
cycles as fast as possible unless such operation can cause critical
damage for layout or power reasons. We must also point out that
in a BIST environment the frequency of shift cycles is not limited by the tester frequency because scan outs are not observed
directly by the tester in product testing phase. Therefore, frequency of shift operation tends to exceed the tester frequency. In
addition, the ratio of a frequency of capture clock cycle and frequency of shift cycle is usually fixed at BIST design phase, and it
cannot be changed during testing. Therefore, slow down of frequency of shift cycles to meet the tester limit frequency, will also
slow down the capture cycle frequency, thus making at-speed
diagnosis impossible. 2) this method requires all expected responses of scan cells to be loaded into the tester. Clearly one
of the reasons to move to BIST environments is to contain the
cost of testing by employing low cost testers. However, the low
cost testers are unlikely to have sufficient memory to store all
expected scan cell data of all BIST sequences [20]. Therefore,
expected data in such a scheme must be reloaded many times
to the tester memory. Clearly, this can be very time consuming.
The method proposed in [19] addresses the first problem, but
the second problem remains.
In this paper, we investigate methods to identify every error
occurrence in at-speed scan-based BIST environment. Every
error can be identified even if the circuit test frequency is higher
than the tester frequency. In addition, unlike the conventional
approaches, we also consider tester loading time in optimizing
the overall diagnosis effort. A preliminary version of this paper
was presented at the 19th Asian Test Symposium [21]. This
paper is organized as follows. In Section II, for the sake of completeness of this paper, we briefly introduce a procedure to identify every error without any aliasing in at-speed scan BIST environment proposed in [19]. In Section III, we formulate the
problem of identifying every error occurrence in minimum test
time, including tester loading time, and propose a method to
reduce test application time by pattern grouping and using signature analyzers. In Section IV, we analyze the test time of the
method proposed in Section III to find the optimal group size. In
Section V, we show the effectiveness of our method through experimental results and discuss the relationship between the error
probability and optimal group size. Section VI summarizes the
conclusions of our analysis.
II. OBSERVING RESPONSES BY A SLOW SPEED TESTER
Before providing a formulation of the problem, we describe
the method given in [19] that can identify all failing responses
by observing scan outputs even if the CUT test frequency is
faster than the maximum tester frequency (in sequel, we will
call the maximum test frequency tester frequency limitation).
Figs. 1–3 demonstrate this through an example. When the CUT
clock period is 2 ns and the tester observing period is 6 ns, a
tester can observe only 1/3 of the responses. Thus, it will not
be able to identify all possible failing responses in one BIST
sequence. Nevertheless, there is a way to observe all responses
without adding any extra hardware. We assume that the pattern
generator (PG) is reset to the initial state after generating the
last pattern. If the BIST sequence is 17 cycles long, as shown in
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Fig. 1. CUT and observe intervals.

Fig. 2. Scan out and observed results (error unobservable).

Fig. 3. Multiple iteration observation (successful).

Fig. 3, every cycle can be observed by repeating the BIST sequence three times (i.e., applying 51 clocks). During the first se. Then bits
quence, the tester observes response bits
are observed during the second sequence and bits
during the third sequence. Note that such a method
may not always allow observing all bits by simple repetition of
the sequence. For example, if the length of the BIST sequence is
18, the tester cannot observe every response by simply repeating
are observed repeatthe sequence since only bits
edly. Let be the length of the BIST sequence, be the clock
frequency of the CUT, and be the tester frequency limitation,
,
then the conditions to observe all responses is
. The tester can observe all responses by apwhere
plying the BIST test sequence times, while observing its reand
are not co-prime
sponse at every time period . If
or or both can be adjusted to make them co-prime.
then
It is shown in [19] that increasing only the length of the BIST
additional dummy
sequence , by inserting no more than
clock cycles, achieves minimum test application time in general.
A formal description of this problem and its proof are given in
Appendix II.
We can identify all erroneous responses with a slow speed
tester using this method, albeit requiring all expected responses
of scan cells to be loaded into the tester. However, often testers
do not have enough memory to store all expected scan cell data
of all BIST sequences. Therefore, we must reload the expected
data many times to the tester, and this can be very time consuming.
III. USING SIGNATURE ANALYZERS
A. Problem Formulation
In this section, we formulate the problem of identifying
failing responses in minimum test time. We first identify some
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characteristics of the diagnosis and production testing processes.
Diagnosis can be performed for devices that did not pass the
production test or devices that passed the production test and
were found to be faulty in the field. In each case, testing during
diagnosis should be performed at the speed that resulted in the
failure of the device.
Another characteristic of the diagnosis process is that the
quality of diagnosis is far more important than any other factor,
including the test application time. Thus, the formulation we are
interested in this paper is to optimize the test application time
subject to meeting the given quality of diagnosis. However, the
fault diagnosis must not be overloaded by the error information to achieve the required diagnostic resolution. It is imperative that the reported (required) number of errors be limited to
achieve the targeted diagnostic resolution.
Our formulation concerns the error identification of a
scan-based BIST circuit. We constrain BIST to operate
at-speed during diagnosis. In the at-speed BIST environment,
we assume that the CUT scan out operates at frequency ,
whereas the tester has a frequency limitation and cannot operate
. Note that
at a frequency higher than , such that
can be slower than scan capture clock frequency which should
be operated at-speed frequency. We also constrain the number
of errors to be identified to , and an error-free response must
not be identified as erroneous. The objective of the problem is
to minimize the test time while meeting the error identification requirement. Note that the tester loading time should be
included in the test time as mentioned in Section II.
B. Signature Analyzers for Error Identification
The method introduced in Section II does not use signature
analyzers. Therefore, it can achieve maximum diagnostic resolution without aliasing; however, the test time, including tester
loading time significantly increases when the test sequence becomes very long.
On the other hand, error detection methods using signature
analyzer(s) require less tester memory, i.e., fewer reloadings,
therefore, test time will be much shorter than the method introduced in Section II. Note that the methods using signature analyzers cause diagnostic aliasing and it is undesirable when an erroneous response is miss-identified as error-free since it can lead
to misdiagnosis. Also, as argued in the previous subsection, it is
important that the fault diagnosis algorithm is not overwhelmed
by excessive error information. Therefore; it will be acceptable
to base a diagnostic decision when sufficiently many erroneous
responses for diagnosis are identified.
In this paper, we propose an error identification procedure
that uses signature analyzers in two phases. During the first
phase, the intermediate signature is checked in order to narrow
down the error candidates within some windows [15]–[17]. The
failing responses are then identified inside the windows during
the second phase using the method introduced in Section II for
at-speed BIST environment. This study aims at minimizing the
test time, in particular by determining the optimal window size
for use in phase one.
1) Two-Phase Error Identification: To enable two-phase
error identification, all the BIST sequences are divided into

Fig. 4. Test data of first phase.

Fig. 5. Test data of second phase.

groups. Each pattern group includes the seed for the pattern
generator that consists of the state of the pattern generator at
the end of the previous group. Each pattern group also includes
the expected signature for the group.
The first phase identifies erroneous groups. The seeds of the
first group and all expected signatures are loaded onto the tester.
The test pattern is then generated by the pattern generator and
the scan out responses are compacted into signature analyzers.
The erroneous pattern groups are identified by observing the
results of the signature analyzers. The group size should be large
enough to reduce the test data in this first phase.
Let us explain this through an example as shown in Fig. 4. The
test data is divided into groups. Notice that the seed of PG is
needed only for the first group since all groups are tested consecutively. In this example, the test results of the second and
th groups are found to be erroneous. Thus, the error bits would
need to be identified only in these two groups during the second
phase. The second phase identifies erroneous bits in the erroneous pattern groups identified in the first phase. The seeds and
the expected responses of the erroneous pattern groups, which
are identified in the first phase, are loaded onto the tester and by
using error identification procedure proposed in Section II all
errors, in each error group, can be identified. For the example
th
shown in Fig. 4, test data of the second group and the
group are loaded onto the tester as shown in Fig. 5 and all responses are observed to identify the errors.
Note that the test data size for error identification is much
smaller than the prior approach explained in Section II since
only the test data of erroneous groups are loaded onto the tester.
Some erroneous responses may be dropped due to aliasing of
signature analyzers in the first phase; however, any error-free
response will not be identified as erroneous, thus satisfying the
constraints specified in the problem formulation.
In the first phase, larger groups result into a larger reduction
in the test data, which reduces test time including tester loading
time. But, larger groups in the first phase imply increased error
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Fig. 6. Diagnosis with error detector signature analyzers.

probability for each pattern group. This, in turn, will cause larger
test data in the second phase Therefore, there is an optimal group
size for minimum test time. Later in this paper, we deduce the
optimal group size for the previous two phase error identification method.
2) Reducing BIST Iterations: Fig. 6 shows a BIST structure
with the error detectors proposed in [19]. While the tester observes the response of the first iteration of the BIST sequence,
signature analyzers compact the responses which are to be observed by the tester in the second and the third BIST iterations.
A counter is associated with each SA to select the responses to
be observed by the signature analyzer. If a signature is not erroneous, we can skip the corresponding iteration. For example,
if the signature analyzer SA1, detects no error and the signature
analyzer SA2, detects an error, the tester skips the second iteration and observes the third iteration. Also, during the third iteration the signature analyzers compact the responses which are
to be observed by the tester in the fourth and fifth iterations, and
so on. The hardware overhead of the scheme consists of these
signature analyzers and counters. If no signature analyzers were
used and we wish to observe all responses with a slow tester, we
could achieve this by repeating the BIST sequence
times. The number of BIST iterations,
, using signature analyzers can be estimated as follows. Assuming that we can skip
iterations using signature analyzers, then
(1)
In [19], it is shown that the expected value of
computed as follows:

can be

(2)
where
is the probability that
iterations are
is
skipped. Further, it is also shown in [19] that
nearly equal to the probability of no errors (
),
provided more than three signature analyzers are used. A
responses in one BIST
signature analyzer compacts
iteration, where is the size of a pattern group. Therefore, the
probability of skipping one BIST iteration is

Fig. 7. BIST architecture for two-phase error identification.

The number of BIST iterations
is

, using signature analyzer(s)

(3)
where
is the size of each signature analyzer. If
then the previous expression can be approximated as

is large

(4)
This equation will be used later for optimizing the group size.
C. BIST Architecture
Fig. 7 shows a BIST architecture with a single output and the
logic required for diagnosis. The BIST architecture of Fig. 7
is based on the scan-based BIST which is one of the most commonly used architectures. The BIST pattern generator (PG) provides scan inputs and the signature analyzers (SAs) compact the
responses. The CUT and the BIST circuits operate at-speed, the
clocks are usually generated by a PLL circuit. Multiple input
signature registers can be used as signature analyzers during
testing. During diagnosis, a masking circuit allows only one
scan chain to feed a signature analyzer which is selected by input
“mask select.”
As shown in Fig. 7, scanouts are connected to an output port
via a multiplexer during diagnosis as in the noncompactionbased approach [19]. A Register FF is inserted at the multiplexer output to synchronize the scan chain with the tester since
the CUT test frequency may be higher than the tester frequency.
The FF samples the signal produced by the scan chain and holds
the value during one tester period.
In the first phase of the identification procedure, each signature analyzer compacts responses of one scan chain which is sesignature analyzers,
lected by masking circuit. If there are
pattern groups in different scan chains can be simultaneously tested.
On the other hand, in the second phase, only one group in one
scan chain, selected by the multiplexers, can be tested since we
use noncompaction-based approach in the second phase.
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D. Procedure of Error Identification
Based on Sections III-A–III-C, the procedure for identifying
error occurrences is as follows.
Given condition.
Test frequency of CUT: .
Tester frequency limitation: .
.
Number of signature analyzers:
BIST test length: .
Number of pattern groups: .
Number of scan out clock cycles including capture operation: .
Target number of errors identified: .
Step 1. identify erroneous pattern groups.
Step 1.1. Select untested pattern groups for each signature
analyzer.
Step 1.2. Apply BIST sequence and identify signature analyzers containing erroneous signatures, i.e., erroneous pattern groups.
Step 1.3. Repeat step 1.1–1.2 until all pattern groups are
tested. Total number of BIST iterations is:
Step 2-wsa. Identify erroneous scan cell and pattern
(without using signature analyzer).
This step is followed if signature analyzers are not used
during the error identification phase.
Step 2-wsa.1. Select an erroneous group which is identi.
fied in Step 1. The size of pattern group is
Step 2-wsa.2. Set observation time period
.
such that
Adjust the BIST test length to
and are co-prime. Note that is small and can be found
easily as shown in Appendix II. Reset the BIST iteration
and tester observation counter
.
counter
Step 2-wsa.3. Apply
clocks to BIST pattern generator, while observing one scan output every test cycles.
th obserStep 2-wsa.4. If an error is detected at the
vation, then:
Failing scan pattern =
;
.
Erroneous scan cell
Step 2-wsa.5. Repeat Step 2-wsa.1 to Step 2-wsa.4 until at
most errors are identified.
Step 2-sa. Identify erroneous scan cell and pattern (with
signature analyzer).
This step is followed if signature analyzers are used during
the error identification phase.
Step 2-sa.1. Select an erroneous group which is identified
.
in Step 1. The size of pattern group is
.
Step 2-sa.2. Set observation time period
such that and
Adjust the BIST test length to
are co-prime. Note that is small and can be obtained
as shown in Appendix II. Reset the BIST iteration counter
and tester observation counter
.
clocks to CUT, while observing a
Step 2-sa.3. Apply
scan output every test cycles by the tester. Note that each
of the
signature analyzers compacts the scan output
which will be observed by the tester in
BIST iteration, respectively. The counter is incremented by each tester observation.

Step 2-sa.4. Observe each signature analyzer by the tester.
as follows:
Set the next BIST iteration counter
if no signature analyzer detects errors then, set
;
, where
is the minimum BIST
else, set
iteration number which corresponds to the signature analyzer with erroneous result.
,
Step 2-sa.5. Adjust the BIST test length to
where is the number of iterations to be skipped

Set

and tester observation counter to

Step 2-sa.6. If an error is detected at the
th observation, then:
;
Failing scan pattern
.
Erroneous scan cell
Step 2-sa.7. Repeat Step2-sa.3 to Step2-sa.5 while
.
Step 2-sa.8. Repeat Step2-sa.1 to Step2-sa.7 until at most
errors are identified.
As shown in Appendix I. The maximum resolution is
and the number of BIST
achieved if and only if
,
iterations is at least . To satisfy the condition
it is sufficient to adjust only by inserting dummy clocks for
the minimum test application time. However, it has not been
shown yet how to decide the size of group , i.e., the number of
groups . Clearly the group size should be chosen to minimize
test time, the problem formulation and solution related to this
aspect is given in Section IV.
IV. OPTIMIZING GROUP SIZE
A. Tester Loading Rate
Test data is prepared for each faulty chip in the fault diagnosis phase. Therefore, tester loading time cannot be ignored
especially in view of the fact that the tester may not have sufficient memory for all test data. In this case, the tester should load
the test data several times.
The tester loading time will normally be proportional to the
test data volume and the overhead associated with each tester
can be expressed as
loading. Thus the tester loading time
and
:
follows using two constants
#of tester loads

(5)

where is the test volume. Let
be the tester memory size,
then the number of tester loading is
. Therefore
(6)
Note that
and
the tester. Denote
time is

are parameters associated only with
, the tester loading

(7)
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In this paper, we use
that the parameter
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as the bit rate of tester loading. Note
reflects tester memory limitation also.

the test application time of Step 1 is

B. Analysis of Test Time
In this subsection, we estimate the test time for the error identification procedure which is proposed in Section III-D.
We use following notation in the analysis that follows:
total length of the BIST sequence;
size of the expected response of one group;
number of groups of all scan chains
;
bit size of signature;
bit size of pattern generator;
number of signature analyzers;
bit rate for loading to the tester;
CUT test frequency;
tester frequency;
number of groups identified erroneous in Step 1;
the average number of BIST iterations using signature
analyzer in Step 2;
target number of errors to be identified.
1) Analysis of Step 1: The error identification procedure Step
1 identifies erroneous pattern groups.
The total test time including tester loading time is Total test
time test application time tester loading time. The test application time of Step 1 can be estimated as follows. In Step 1 we
groups simultaneously using
signature analyzers.
test
Therefore, the BIST pattern should be applied in /
times.
At the end of the BIST session, we read out the signature. We
assume that we read out signatures on one output port as shown
in Fig. 7.
Therefore, the test application time of Step 1 is
(8)

Total test time including loading time is

2) Analysis of Step 2-wsa (Without Signature Analyzer): We
identify erroneous responses in the error identification procedure Step 2. The error identification procedure will be finished
when we identify predetermined errors. And since only erroneous groups are tested in Step 2, the expected number of erroneous bits in one group is

(11)
Therefore, the expected number of groups contains

errors is
(12)

If we do not use signature analyzers in Step 2, we must apply
BIST sequence
times for erroneous groups. Therefore, the
test application time of Step 2 without signature analyzer is

(13)
The test volume is
(14)

The total test volume for Step 1 is
Total test time including loading time is
(9)
(15)

Therefore, total test time including loading time is
(10)
Example 1: Let the total length of a BIST sequence be 500-M
clocks which is divided into 5-M groups. Let the size of signature analyzer and pattern generator be 64 bits. Let the CUT test
frequency be 800 MHz, the tester frequency be 40 MHz, and
tester loading rate be 150 Mbit/s. The test time for Step 1 is
computed as follows:
We have the following parameters:

Example 2: Let all the parameters be the same as in Example
1. Let the probability of 1 bit error occurrence be 0.1% and we
need to identify 1000 errors. In this case the test time for Step 2
is computed as follows.
We use (13) and (15) to obtain

3) Analysis of Step 2-sa (With Signature Analyzer): When we
use signature analyzers in Step 2 as introduced in Section III-B,
we have to read out signature at the end of each BIST session.
be the average number of BIST iterations using signaLet
ture analyzer which is deduced in Section III-D, the test application time without reading signature analyzer and setting pattern
generator is
(16)
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUIT

Fig. 8. Distribution of error probability.

Since we do not know which BIST iteration can be skipped
beforehand, we have to load all BIST sequences to the tester
memory. Therefore, the test volume is
(17)
Again, The total test time including loading time is
(18)
Example 3: Consider again the case described in Example 2
with using five signature analyzers. By using (16) and (18), we
get

4) Optimizing the Group Size: In this section, we analyze the
total test time including tester loading time for Step 1 and Step
2 with and without signature analyzers. We can find the optimal
, which minimizes
grouping size
(19)
by using common solver tools. However, there is an unknown
parameter
in (19) which depends on the existence of fault(s) in the chip and its manifestation as an error. In
Section V, we will do some experiments to show the relationship between error probability and optimal group size , and
propose a practical group size .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Optimal Group Size
1) Distribution of Error Probability: We have shown that the
test time of error identification depends on the error probability.
In Fig. 8, we show the distribution of the error probability for
a large industrial circuit which is obtained by simulating randomly selected 100 single stuck-at faults. The experimental circuit is a part of an SoC developed at NEC Electronics Co. and
details of the circuit are provided in Table I. The BIST architecture shown in Fig. 7 is used in this experimental circuit. The
PG and SA are general LFSR and MISR, respectively. In the
chip testing phase, each scan operation needs a capture cycle,
. Note that
therefore, the BIST test length is
in the diagnosis phase, the total BIST test length will be much
longer than the testing phase, since the BIST operation is adjusted and repeated several times as described in Section III-D.
This total test time will be analyzed by experiments in this section. An 800-MHz scan clock generated by PLL and provided

Fig. 9. Test time as a function of group size (at typical error probability).

to each scan FF is used. However, tester can observe scan out
at 40 MHz by a tester synchronization circuit as described in
Section III-C.
As shown in Fig. 8, the error probability is almost in the
, and typically near
range of
. In this section, we first investigate the typical case,
, and then we investigate both lower
and higher error probability cases.
We first conduct an experiment without signature analyzers in
Step 2 to figure out the relationship between group size and the
error probability. Later, in this section, we will show the effect
of using signature analyzers in Step 2.
2) Typical Error Probability Case: We plot the total test
time including tester loading time using equations deduced
in Section IV. The parameters reflect the experimental circuit
shown in Table I and we assume error probability is typical
. Fig. 9 shows the Step 1, Step 2
(without signature analyzer) and total test time as a function
of group size , to identify 200 errors which we believe is
sufficient error information for diagnosing scan based design
[3]–[5].
Fig. 9 shows that the test time of Step 1 is significantly
increased when group size becomes very small. It is because
very small groups need too much expected signature data to
be loaded onto the tester which causes many tester reloadings,
resulting in more time being spent in observing signatures. The
test time of Step 1 becomes constant when we use sufficiently
5000 bits).
large group size (
Fig. 9 also shows that smaller group size is efficient to minimize the test time of Step 2. It is because we perform Step 2 only
for groups identified as erroneous in Step 1, and more error-free
responses can be pruned when the size of group is smaller.
Therefore, there is an optimal point of group size to minimize
total test time. In this experimental case, 5860 bits is the optimal
group size.
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Fig. 10. Test time as a function of group size (at high error probability).

Fig. 11. Test time as a function of group size (at low error probability).

3) High Error Probability Case: In the next experiment, we
assume the error probability is very high
. Fig. 10 shows the Step 1, Step 2 (without signature analyzer) and total test time as a function of group size , to identify
200 errors.
Fig. 10 shows that the total test time is almost dominated by
Step 1 when the error probability is very high. The test time of
Step 2 is much shorter than the typical case since the Step 2
errors.
procedure is terminated by finding
Therefore, the optimal grouping strategy for high error probability case may be as large as possible, i.e., no-grouping is
needed. However, Fig. 10 also shows that when the group size
is larger than 5000, which is around optimal solution for typical
case, test time is almost constant. Therefore, the solution for the
optimal group size under typical error probability is also practically suitable for higher error probability case.
4) Low Error Probability Case: Next, we plot the test
time for the case when the error probability is very low
. Fig. 11 shows the Step 1, Step 2
(without signature analyzer) and total test time as a function of
group size , to identify 200 errors. Figs. 9 and 11 show that
the test time with optimal size group is almost identical for both
typical and low error probability cases, however, the test time
grows significantly longer in lower error probability case when
we use larger group size. Therefore, optimizing group size is
much more important for low error probability case.
5) Optimized Group Size: The next question is the relationship between the optimized group size and the error probability.
Fig. 12 shows the optimal group size as a function of the error
probability.
Fig. 12 shows that the optimal group size is almost constant
. The optimal
when the error probability is lower than
group size much larger for higher error probability case, however, we have already shown in Section V-A3 that test time is
not so influenced.
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Fig. 12. Optimized group size as a function of the error probability.

Fig. 13. Optimized group size as a function of the error probability (using signature analyzer in Step 2).

Fig. 14. Test time with and without signature analyzers.

Therefore, we conclude that the optimal size which minimizes test time can be obtained by solving (19) under the asto be fairly low.
sumption of
B. Effect of Using Signature Analyzers in Step 2-sa
In Section V-A, we discussed the optimal group size for the
case that we do not use signature analyzers in Step 2 identification procedure. As shown in Section III-B we can use signature
analyzers in Step 2 to reduce the BIST iterations.
Fig. 13 shows the optimal group size as a function of
. As shown in Figs. 12 and 13, the optimal
group size is larger than the case signature analyzers are not
used, however, the relation between the error probability and
the optimal size group is quite similar. Therefore, the optimal
group size of the case using signature analyzers in Step 2 also
is
can be obtained by solving (19) assuming
sufficiently low. Fig. 14 compares the test time with and without
signature analyzers. As shown in Fig. 14, by using signature
for practical
analyzers in Step 2, test time will reduce
.
range of error probability
When we use signature analyzers for error identification, it
is also important to determine the proper signature size to
minimize test time as argued in the following. By using smaller
size of signature, test time can be reduced. However, aliasing
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We use the following notation:
length of the BIST test sequence;
period of the tester relative to the CUT test clock
period. We assume that P is an integer and that
;
minimum number of BIST iterations to observe every
response;
relative time at
Fig. 15. Test time as a function of size of signature analyzers.

probability will be increased. When a signature indicates no
errors for erroneous responses, we have to try other groups
to identify more errors and it may increase test time. Fig. 15
shows that test time as a function of size of signature analyzers
with optimized sized groups and typical error probability
. In this experiment, the aliasing of
signature analyzers is also taken into account by using (4). As
shown in Fig. 15, aliasing does not impact the test time even
if the signature size is very small. However, using different
signature size will cost more hardware overhead and Fig. 15
shows the test time for large signature and small signature is
actually not so much different. Therefore, we conclude that
the size of signature is not important for error identification
procedure. The signature size when used in production testing
is also suitable for diagnosis.

th observation.

is
and
The range of
assuming the response at
is observed during the
th
BIST iteration.
to achieve the
We derive the relationship between and
maximum resolution of observation.
Theorem 1: The maximum resolution is achieved if and only
and the number of BIST iterations is at least
if
.
Proof: Let us assume that the maximum resolution is
achieved. Then the response at the relative time 1 is observable
has a solution
,
and, therefore,
which shows that
. Furthermore,
bits are observed in
BIST sequences. Therefore, the maxor
.
imum resolution implies
Let us assume that the number of BIST iterations is and
, then the equation
cannot have more
can be expressed in two ways
than one solution, otherwise
using two solutions

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method for identifying erroneous
responses for the BIST architecture in minimum test time. Our
approach is efficient even if the CUT test clock frequency is
much higher than the tester frequency. Our approach requires
only multiplexer and masking circuit for diagnosis which is
quite negligible hardware overhead.
We also proposed how to decide the size of pattern group
to minimize test time. Our method takes into consideration the
tester loading time. The proposed equations that are used to decide the optimal group size include the error probability. However, the experimental results show that the group size which
is obtained under assumption of low error probability is also
optimal for higher error probability cases. Experimental results
also show that our method reduces the test time by a factor of 10
compared to the methods that do not employ the signatures analyzers during diagnosis. Therefore, we conclude that our method
can identify sufficiently many errors for diagnosis with minimum test application time with very little hardware overhead.

This shows that divides
and since
,
and
.
it implies
The number of observations in
BIST iterations is
, i.e., . Since
for every
are different, the set
has to be
, i.e., the observing resolution is maximum.

ADJUSTING

APPENDIX II
ACHIEVE MAXIMUM RESOLUTION OF
OBSERVATION AND MINIMUM TAT
OR

TO

The adjustment of and/or is chosen to minimize the test
be the adjusted length of the
application time. Let
BIST sequence and
be the adjusted tester observing
period. The test application time is
(20)

APPENDIX I
CONDITIONS TO ACHIEVE MAXIMUM RESOLUTION
We use the following terms.
Absolute Time: The number of a scan clock cycle starting
from the beginning of the first BIST iteration.
Relative Time: The number of a scan clock cycle starting
from the beginning of the current BIST iteration.

The problem is to find a pair
that minimizes
,
with
and
co-prime.
, The solution
that miniTheorem 2: If
and
co-prime is such that
.
mizes (20) with
for any integer
Proof: Since
, there exists a co-prime of in any consecutive integers.
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Therefore, the range of in (20) is
. Similarly, the
. First, we consider the case where
range of is
. The worst case of minimum
is the case
where
, therefore

Next, we consider the case when
. The best case of minis the case where
, therefore
imum

Therefore, if
mizes test application time.

is the solution that mini-
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